
There is an individual size difference in each piece, lineup tiles and measure the real size on-site.
（When you layout tiles, place a joint space at least 2mm. Avoid installation without joint space due to the 
cause of exfoliation that tiles are placed under compression where substrate material like concrete is 
curing and moving. Also because of the individual size differences, the layout without joint will be unbalanced 
and not look good.）
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2 Draw the grid on the layout drawing at fixed pitch for vertical, horizontal, and slant directions. Snap the 
chalk lines on the wall at the sizes measured in process ① as above. Install tiles per each grid with 
checking and balancing the layout along with these chalk lines.

Important points to be cared for 
‘Deco wall leaf’ installation

Decowallleaf
Stoneware　
Glazed product

Requests for the product

This product is much more like a handmade type of production that makes it attractive looking. There are an 
individual differences in color and size in each product. (It means this is not an industrialized technology type 
of product). Place a reference line on the substrate (ground work) for vertical and horizontal directions, and 
install tiles appropriately. This product cannot be cut processed to finish at the ends due to its peculiar shape 
design. If being cut, it will lose the product strength, insufficient area of adhesion, and not look good. Before 
installing tiles on-site, spread and lineup the certain number of tiles and check the shapes and size differences. 
Pay attention to the installation guidelines as below before starting your tile installation. Elastic tile adhesive

     (2-3mm thickness)

Tile

Recommend to use of notched trowel (Mortar/Cement is not allowed)
Not allowed to install at the places where water always is there like inside of bathtub and pool 

Points about tile installation

Apply adhesive the proper amount with notched trowel.
The area for applying adhesive must be the area within the time of adhesive installation effective 
time. Installed with rubbing a tile by hand, or using vibrator tool within the adhesive effective time.

＊One-pack type adhesive will harden after opening with reacting with the moisture in the air.
＊Two-pack type adhesive is needed to be mixed properly the base resin and the hardening agent for best adhesive performance.

Check the adhesive condition of tile and substrate with removing tile at timely manner 
(The quality judging is based on checking the adhesive should be applied more than 70% of the tile backside area, 
and should be equally put on the tile).

If the adhesive is stuck on the tile surface, remove it with the cloth soaked with thinner before it is 
hardened. Pay attention not to splash thinner onto the adhesive and not to force too much on the tile.

Check and adjust the surface conditions of substrate(groundwork) 
Check a swelling, a weak layer, and a crack on the substrate.
Clean up the surface of substrate.
(Any accretions like stain and dust will be the result of adhesive performance 
deterioration.)　
Dry the substrate surface well
(For adhesive installation, the substrate must be dried well unlike the mortar 
installation. Any wet of the surface may be caused an adhesive failure)
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Safety instructions Store the product where can be protected from rain and dew.
Do not install tiles under rainy, snowy, and strong wind conditions.
Do not install tiles when it is under 5 degree Celsius, or when it is expected to be
less than 5 degree Celsius.

1  Any damage and claim of the product must be made within one week after arrival of the product.
2  Any claim after installation work can not be accepted(incl. re-installing costs). Please check the product 
    well before installation.

Request for claim：

tile substrate

1～2mm

Backside

Adhesive surface

Place a 2mm joint between the tiles. DO NOT install with touching tiles.

About 2mm

Measured pitch + adjustable range

Chalk Line(Reference)
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There are gap spaces between tiles due to the product design.Apply elastic tile adhesive on the wall 
smoothly and flatly for installing tiles.Through the gap space, the adhesive is seen. Select the adhesive 
color like black, gray, white which will give us the different impression of the wall finish.

Apply adhesive smoothly and flatly. 
(Tile adhesive is seen through the gap spaces 
between tiles. Consider of the adhesive color 
in advance.)

Attention


